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SINGAPORE EXPO

Whip Up Your Next
Winning Recipe at

FHA-HoReCa
Bakery, Pastry & Gelato Segment
for the latest products and
with over 48,000 industry
talented pastry and gelato chefs in action
> Source
> Catch
> Network
innovative equipment for bakery, pastry &
professionals from Asia and beyond
at world-class competitions including Asian
gelato from renowned and international
brands that will be part of a strong line-up
of over 2,000 exhibitors from 70
countries / regions.

Gelato Cup, FCC Individual Challenge
(Patisserie), Chocolate Chef Competition, as well
as the newly launched Asian Junior Pastry Cup
and Artistic Bakery Challenge.

EXHIBIT PROFILE
BAKERY &
PASTRY

GELATO

> Additives
> Bakery / Pastry Utensils
> Baking and Raising Agents
> Baking Ware
> Chocolate / Cocoa / Pralines
> Confectionery / Snacks / Candy
> Dairy Products
> Digital Scales
> Fillings / Toppings

Organiser

> Gelato / Ice Cream
> Gelato / Ice Cream Making Machines
> Ovens
> Packaging Equipment / Materials
> Premixes
> Preparation Equipment & Accessories
> Processing Equipment & Accessories
> Starch / Starch Products

Endorsed by

Supported by

Held in

including key decision makers and
inﬂuencers from bakery & confectionery
retailers, cafes, F&B establishments and more.

Pre-register your visit before 25 Feb
at www.fhaHoReCa.com
& save SGD 80 on admission fee

Ofﬁcial Airline

Join us on

Food&HotelAsia
#FHA

new book

BACHOUR
IN COLOR
We have chosen each other for an international project. “Bachour in color” is the
new colorful book by Antonio Bachour. A rainbow including entremets, mono,
tartlets, petits fours, macarons and verrines.
The most loved and most social pastry chef in the world reveals his iconic
specialties in Italian and English

We were the first in Italy to tell the story
of Antonio Bachour. It was 2017, he still
was not that “social phenomenon”
which is recognized today. First we were
struck by his brightness and joyful use of
color, then we discovered a serious and
prepared professional. A first impact that
was already an omen of success. And
indeed, in just a few years, Antonio has
conquered colleagues and enthusiasts
on all continents. A celebrity enhanced
by social media, which has grown for
years through copious likes and followers,
but also grounded on his “real” presence
in courses and events everywhere.
And so with Antonio we “recognized”
each other immediately, in the love we
nurture and cultivate for pastry. And we
have discussed a lot about how to devel-

op this international project. The intention
was to go beyond his name, his face, his
media persona, and offer quality, making
it clear that Bachour really acts, reasons,
studies, creates, evolves. With humility
and simplicity. And putting into practice
his technique of execution, his care for
taste and good, as well as his tangible
radiance, which make Antonio deeply
human in his professionalism without
boundaries. Because he is both the living
example that you can do everything with
passion, and the emblem of a successful melting pot resulting from of a mix of
cultures and experiences.
Starting from these premises, the book
“Bachour in color” took its shape as the
result of a teamwork involving both Italy
and the United States. All the photos were
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taken in Miami in the new
Bachour Coral Gables,
that Antonio opened
with his brother Josè after
Bachour at the Citadel
and Bachour at Time Out
Market. It is a restaurant
& bakery, where classes
and demos usually take place with students coming from all over the world. The
photographer is Alan Battman, Bachour’s partner of previous publications. Our
project was developed through meetings in several parts of the globe and a
myriad of whatsApps, at any time of day or night. And we also have to thank the
Pavoni Italia, Valrhona, Bravo and IFI companies for their constructive support.
The book is introduced by Bachour’s autobiography, which reveals the author’s
cosmopolitan DNA and makes us understand the reasons for his ascent and his
boundless celebrity. Then the 350 pages succeed one another illustrating his
entremets, monos, tartlets, petits fours, macarons and verrines, a true rainbow of
ideas and recipes able to infuse energy and good humor, both in the laboratory
and in the confectionery shop.
www.piwwe.com
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BACHOUR IN COLOR
ANTONIO BACHOUR
CHIRIOTTI EDITORI
ITALIAN AND ENGLISH - € 55
SHOP.CHIRIOTTIEDITORI.IT
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Almond Inspiration
Yields four 18 cm entremets
Almond Orange Cake
almond flour
g
300
sugar
g
220
eggs
g
400
butter
g
120
egg white
g
110
sugar
g
65
orange zest
g
15
Preheat the oven to 175°C. In a mixer with the paddle attachment mix sugar and eggs at medium speed for 1 minute.
Add the almond flour, sugar and zest and mix for 30 seconds.
Add the melted butter at room temperature and mix until smooth.
Whip the egg whites with the 65 g of sugar to obtain a meringue and fold it into the mix. Bake for 15 minutes. Let to cool and
cut the cake into 4 slices of 16 cm. Reserve.
Almond Inspiration Namelaka
Silver gelatin sheets
g
85
almond milk
g
200
glucose syrup
g
10
Almond Inspiration (melted)
g
400
heavy cream/double cream
g
375
Soak gelatin in ice water until softened; squeeze out excess
water and set aside. In a small pot, bring milk and glucose to a
boil. Add gelatin and stir to dissolve. Place chocolate into a bowl
and pour the glucose mixture over it, whisking until smooth.
With a hand blender, combine chocolate and blend it well to
emulsify. Pour into four 16 cm insert molds and keep in the freezer until ready for use.
Almond Mousse
Silver gelatin sheets
almond milk

g
g

12
350

Almond Inspiration
g
665
cream 35% whipped to soft peak
g
665
Soak the gelatin in cold water. Bring the almond milk to a boil
and add the strained gelatin. Pour around 1/3 of the hot liquid
into the chocolate and mix rapidly to obtain a smooth, glossy
and elastic texture, then add the remaining milk, taking care to
maintain the same texture. When the chocolate mixture reaches
30°C, fold in the whipped cream.
Apricot Confit
apricot puree
g
450
glucose
g
75
granulated sugar
g
115
NH pectin
g
12
20 g fresh lemon juice Warm the apricot puree and glucose
to 40°C, mix pectin and sugar together. Add the sugar pectin
mixture and bring to a boil. Finish by adding the fresh lemon
juice. Immediately pour 150 g of the confit into four 16 cm insert
molds. Keep in the freezer.
Glaze
Silver gelatin sheets
g
38
water (for the syrup)
g
250
granulated sugar
g
450
glucose syrup
g
450
Almond Inspiration
g
450
condensed milk
g
320
Absolu Cristal neutral glaze
g
180
water based yellow food coloring
g
3
Soak gelatin in ice water until softened; squeeze out excess the
water and set aside. In a small pot, bring the water, sugar and
glucose to a boil at 103°C and stir in the drained gelatin. Place
the chocolate into a medium size bowl. Pour the hot mixture onto
the chocolate and emulsify. Add the condensed milk, coloring,
some gold dust and neutral glaze, stirring it well. Mix with a
hand blender until smooth. The glaze will be ready when
it reaches 35°C.
Assembly
Prepare four 18 cm silicone molds. Build
the entremets upside down in the following
order. Pipe a layer of mousse, place the
namelaka on top of the mousse. Place some
more mousse onto the namelaka. Place
the confit on the top of the mousse.
Add another small amount of
mousse and place the cake on
top. Freeze. Glaze the frozen
cake.
Antonio Bachour
Bachour in Color
Chiriotti Editori
shop chiriottieditori it
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Practicality and elegance
The Bag 19 Ideabrill by Esseoquattro is suitable to
pack panettone and leavened cakes with style, elegance
and extreme practicality. Thanks to the Ideabrill patented formula, it safeguards texture and fragrance much
longer than traditional packaging.
It is a 3 in 1 model. It is suitable for direct contact with food, so it can replace the plastic
bag. Moreover, being a stylish packaging itself, the use of cardboard boxes can be avoided. And, if used in the Smart packaging style with its practical handle, Bag 19 fulfils the
role of a shopping bag.
It is available in the Vernissage graphic version (black kraft paper with smoky grey print,
white kraft paper with black print and brown kraft paper with sage-green print), in the
Armonia tone-on-tone graphics (printed on brown, white, or black kraft), and in the brand
new Special Edition prints for Easter and Christmas 2020.
If you want to add an extra touch to the package, the Bag 19 can be enriched by colourful
ribbons which can be customized with one’s pastry shop logo.
It is possible to use it in three different packaging variants: Basic, Romantic and Smart.
Watch the tutorials on youtube.com/Esseoquattro and choose your style!
esseoquattro.com

The solution
to rationalize
I Microforati band by Martellato are micro-perforated silicone bands. When combined with stainless
steel molds, they guarantee homogeneous and
moisture-free cooking, demoulding without breaks,
regular and elegant textures.
The bands allow greater production efficiency, simplifying the steps and reducing the time by about 30%;
homogeneous and flawless cooking; fast demoulding
without breakage, in both hot and cold conditions;
reduction of waste and costs, minimum storage
space and easy management. Their adaptability to all
shapes and recipes allows to obtain thin and straight
edges that do not collapse, thanks to the band support. martellato.com

For tasty, fibre-enriched bread and fine bakery
Under the banner “Care for your gut, care for your health”, the Hamburg grain expert GoodMills Innovation presents ingredients that can be used to
enrich bread and pastry products with tailormade dietary fibres for intestinal health, with the guarantee of great taste and texture too. In addition, the
company highlights ingredients to enable pastry bakers, in particular to position themselves in the allergen-free segment.
The recommended average intake of dietary fibre is 30 g per day, but in many countries it is much lower. This is usually the result of consumption of
refined flour products or because consumers have problems with the rough texture and slightly bitter taste of fibre-rich baked goods based on bran or
whole grain. As fibres are crucial for gut health, bakers can offer products that are both fibre-enriched and tasty, such as cookies or bread. The solution
can micronised, i.e. extremely finely ground, High-MAC Whole Fibres. These are more valuable for gut health than standard bran or whole grain flour.
MAC stands for microbiota accessible carbohydrates, which are bioavailable for the intestinal microbiome, thanks to their fine particle structure. This
innovative new ingredient is highly versatile and even causes sugar reduction
in pastry products.
Along with High-MAC cookies, GoodMills Innovation offers almond-free
cantuccini flavoured with Phoenix, an
almond-free marzipan replica. It is an
easy-to-handle alternative for bakers
as a replacement for marzipan in their
recipes, such as in cookies, cakes or
marzipan fillings. This solution means
allergy-sufferers can also enjoy traditional fine almond bakery.
goodmillsinnovation.com

www.piwwe.com
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Martellato srl - tel. + 39 0497800155 - info@martellato.com

BANDS

The perfect baking solution
Registered
Design

Developed with
Denis Dianin AMPI Pastry Chef

Micro-perforated silicone bands to be used combined
with stainless steel moulds for perfect baking results.
They allow an even cooking with no humidity, an easy
demoulding without breaking and an elegant texture.

www.martellato.com

70 years of confectionery's
tradition and
innovation

Cannolo granulated puﬀed rice Cod. CAM004

e best ingredients for ice cream and pastries since 1946
www.bigatton.com - bigatton@bigatton.com - Bigatton Produzione +39 0421 271554

www.accademiabigatton.com

new book

“With craftsmanship you
have to touch perfection”.
A challenging statement for
Alessandro Dalmasso,
who turned it into a book
about the science
and culture of mignon pastry

The great mignon patisserie
Alessandro Dalmasso - Chiriotti Editori
406 page - € 65 - app € 32,99
shop.chiriottieditori.it

ENJOYMENT
IN JUST ONE BITE
36
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What is more exciting in Alessandro Dalmasso is his “giving life” to small pastry,
from the choice of ingredients, equipment and techniques,
to the tasting, giving to the bignole, as they are typically called in Piedmont,
the value of precious bijoux.

Only a “foolish” perfectionist like Alessandro Dalmasso could conceive a book
of this kind. Foolish in terms of the Steve
Jobs’ famous mantra “stay foolish, stay
hungry”. Because there’s no one like him
to investigate the world of mignon pastry
so intensely, with the desire to preserve
tradition and to study every operational
detail. In order to rationalize production
and update it to contemporary demands.
This book is a kind of small “folly” in itself,
because it required a titanic commitment
to the author (and also to the publisher!)
in order to develop an uncommon theme
which had never been treated before
with such a didactic and accurate
approach. We had to discuss and revise
each chapter several times, because
of Alessandro’s constant dissatisfaction.
Indeed his passion is an impelling one,
which leads him feel that there’s always
more to achieve. No one knows and
loves mini pastry as he does. Because the
single mignon is the antithesis of modernity, intended as massification and quick
production rates... It is the most uneconomical but prestigious pastry item!
“The great mignon pâtisserie” is the fruit
of Dalmasso’s journey in more than thirty
years of career, but it does not mark his
definitive stage, because his research
is incessant and it shows how versatile
www.piwwe.com
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and modern mini pastry is. Since he was
a boy, when he was still a pupil at the
professional Arte Bianca school of Turin,
Alessandro was attracted by mini pastry
as an expression of refinement and taste,
with very specific rules. A specialty that
reflected and still reflects his character.
Mini pastry has an aesthetic power able
to seduce customers looking through the
shop window, with a capacity of attraction equal to a few other products. And
its fascination involves more and more

pastry chefs, who undertake this type of
production, which is not simple but so
salient. And it is also remunerative, if performed with all the care and skill required
in each phase. A work that requires
mastery and an “almost obsessive attention”, as Dalmasso says in his book, which
took him several years of study, research,
comparison and analysis. From the points
of view of both production and artistic
approach. Real micro decorations had to
be conceived, starting from non-droop-

A novelty with the
unmistakable flavor of mango

Three new protagonists, one flavor only, and endless application possibilities.The Five Star Chef novelties are ideal
to flavor, fill, and glaze your pastry creations, as well as give them a delicious and natural mango flavor touch.

SCHOOL OF GELATO & PASTRY

W W W. P R E G E LT R A I N I N G. C O M

www.pregel.com
info@pregel.com
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In Piedmont the culture of small patry is a serious thing: 10 g
and not more (at 25/30 g we already talk about single portion), because it must be “enjoyed” in one bite as a single
explosion of taste, without a second chance.
ing glazes giving a great effect of perfection, as well as chromatic meanings
based on tastes, glazes, coatings and
granules. Without neglecting the details
about conservation and presentation.
Chapter after chapter, Alessandro shares
the results of his experiments with his
colleagues, in search of the perfect and
smoothest choux pastry, to be obtained
through techniques and tricks, recipes
and procedures, to guarantee the infinite
reproducibility of a unique piece, i.e. the
classic Piedmontese bignola.
Going back in time and analyzing the
recipes of the past, we find the double
baked dough which, beyond myths and
legends, was already encoded in Italian
Renaissance texts. Dalmasso’s vision is
anchored to that tradition, but he looks
at innovation with a scientific eye, based
on critical research and the desire to
codify a whole world, dividing it into
families and giving further dignity to the
richness of Italian base doughs, playing

www.piwwe.com
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on stratification, seasonality, festive and
savory variants…
The volume offers a composite range of
recipes, which give the opportunity to the
professional reader to start, enhance and
perfect these small sweet jewels, that
concentrate the essence of pastry in just
a few grams. Specifically, the chapters
range from classic and innovative choux
to savory ones, through chantilly, tartlets,
mignon, meringues, cake pop, liqueur mignons, cupcakes, fried mignons… More
than 70 recipes in Italian and English,
to spread proudly in the world these
Italian gems.

Mignon pastry gives the customer the opportunity
to experience a varied taste experience, with more flavors
and more emotions in just a few grams.
A gratification for body and spirit: despite many tastings,
you feel light!

50% Hazelnut soft-hearted milk
and Dark Chocolate Gianduiottos
35% Hazelnut three layer Creminos
Exclusively produced with
“Nocciola Piemonte IGP”
variety of high quality Hazelnut

CUSTOMIZATION AVAILABLE ON REQUEST
PASTICCERIA CURLETTI
Via Tanaro 18 - Neive (CN) Italy - Tel. +39.0173.677109
www.pasticceriacurletti.com - info @pasticceriacurletti.com

new book

AVANGUARDIA
The title refers to the concept
of avantgarde, pointing at
the literary and artistic movements
that conceive new poetics
and unprecedented ways
on expression, overcoming
tradition and current tastes.
This is the second book
by Fabrizio Fiorani,
where a further step
forward is established

His vision of contemporary Italian pastry
is precise, vivid and exciting, punctuated by innovation and personalization,
between study and research, inspiration
and rigor, art and technique. This is why
it is a privilege to be part of the world of
Fabrizio Fiorani and to be his publishers
even in his second editorial adventure. It
is called Avanguardia and marks another
step forward for this eclectic professional,
who is renowned worldwide, also thanks
to the prize he received as the Best Pastry Chef of Asia 2019, according to the
50Best.
We had fun again tracing with him the
www.piwwe.com
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essence of his ideas and emotions,
codifying an evolution of thought and
action involving aesthetic, graphics and
images through a clear and artistic vision.
Besides offering great hints, as he had
already done in his previous book “Tra
l’Onirico e il Reale”, in this new volume
Fabrizio is even more altruistic. In addition
to his powerful innovative recipes divided
into several chapters – Nature, Time, Art,
Reality, Chocolate and Timeless Classics – it includes an original and amusing

“alphabet primer” of contemporary
pastry, which reveals new aspects of the
creative genius of the author. And the

work ends with the Creative Laboratory
chapter, where many useful innovations
are explained in details.
A book therefore of considerable substance, which fascinates not only for its
aesthetic impact, because Fabrizio knows
where he wants to go and knows how
to capture inspiration, sailing between the dreamlike and the real sides, in
which every thought is full of ingredients,
techniques, shapes and colors. He has a
quick mind capable of creating unpredictable connections, “reading” the
pastry everywhere, even where you do
not expect it. Because everything before

36
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his eyes becomes a hint to be transformed into a dessert. All his ideas are hidden in the technicality he applies, revealing awareness
and harmony. In the middle there is rigor, combined with the desire to dare, mixing the arts with amusing and learned quotations, but
always giving absolute priority to taste, organization and basic techniques.
With his contemporary Italian pastry, Fabrizio Fiorani is an ambassador of Made in Italy confectionery all over the world, acclaimed
and appreciated from Asia, where he worked for a long time, to the United States. And his two books are further means to spread this
Italian heritage and export our culture with determination, also thanks to their English versions, and thank to the support of sensitive
partners such as Pavoni Italia, Valrhona and Molino Pasini.

With his first book Fiorani built, subverted and questioned the status quo.
With this second one he breaks the schemes and does so literally.
Because it’s nice to see what lies beneath its creation, and to understand the difficulty,
stratification, study and complexity of his work.
www.piwwe.com
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Love
Crispy peanut cremino
100% peanut paste
Dulcey 32% chocolate
Cervia salt
Eclat d’or
total
Whisk the Eclat d’Or finely. Temper the Dulcey chocolate and
add the peanut paste, then the Eclat d’Or and Cervia salt.

Remove from the mould and glaze it with red cocoa butter.
Complete with edible silver fragments.
Fabrizio Fiorani
Avanguardia - Chiriotti Editori
photo Giancarlo Bononi
shop.chiriottieditori.it

Vanilla toffee
sugar
dextrose
cream 35% fat
glucose syrup 60DE
butter 82% fat
cocoa butter
vanilla
total
Bring the cream and vanilla (both the pod and seeds) to a boil.
Prepare a dry caramel with the sugar and glucose syrup. Cook
it until intense brown and deglaze with the hot vanilla cream
and dextrose.
Cool down and add the cocoa butter at 40°C, emulsifying with a
hand blender. At 32/35°C, add the butter cut in small cubes.
Temper the Opalys 33% chocolate and use it to make a thin
layer in a suitable mould. Let it crystallize and fill half the mould
with the crispy peanut cremino. Let it crystallize again and pour
the vanilla toffee.
Crystallize and cover with some tempered white chocolate.

NEWS

For professional delight
A new space welcomes visitors coming to admire Pavoni Italia new products at Sigep (Hall B3 Stand
080).
For the making of chocolate bars there are exclusive polycarbonate molds conceived in collaboration
with Antonio Bachour, Fabrizio Fiorani and Vincent Vallée. For Easter, there are the new KT189
Bomber, KT190 Blossom, KT188 Picasso (small 170 g version), Pagoda KT186 (150 g) and Pagoda
KT187 (300 g) molds, while the creative and sculptural skills of the Russian pastry chef Olga Penioza
inspired the special thermoformed mold KTMATRIOSKA, composed of 4 subjects of different sizes.
For the fans of traditional desserts who do not want to give up the chance to experiment, there are the
silicone molds Pavoflex 300x175, Babà PX4382S, Sfogliatella PX4377S (90 ml) and Sfogliatella PX4378
(20 ml), this last made in collaboration with the pastry chef Giuseppe Amato. Top 3D are the perfect
complement of Progetto Crostate with Gianluca Fusto, with the new Top Pavoflex 300x175 silicone
molds, while the Voilà range has been expanded for the making of classic rectangular cakes in various
sizes.
As regards gelato,
Rainbow Stick PX3212S is the fruit of the collaboration between Pavoni
Italia, Silvia Federica Boldetti and Chocolate Academy Milano. The kit
includes a Pavoflex silicone mold for gelato rings to garnish at will, gelato
sticks and stick holders. Also the Top Ice range of Pavoflex silicone molds
has been expanded with TOP105 Coral, TOP106 Iceberg and TOP107
Tablet.
Moreover, Season is a new range of food colors based on natural concentrates (saffron, pumpkin, beetroot juice…), conceived with Emmanuele Forcone, while Stefano Laghi’s Forosil Strip are micro-perforated
silicone strips for cooking perfect oven cakes. Together with the company
research team, Fabrizio Donatone developed Girotray for leavened
products. pavonitalia.com
www.piwwe.com
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Italian chocolate heralding from the traditional
cocoa producing countries of origin.
GRAND CRU, SINGLE ORIGIN AND
ORGANIC
An extraordinary range of products, all
ready to amaze and astonish, however you
choose to use them; top quality obtained
from sustainable projects that respect
both the nature and the spirit of each
territory.

CHOCOLATE IN COLOUR!
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Hospitality in Singapore
Food&Hotel Asia (FHA) has evolved into 2 mega events. FHA-HoReCA will take
place in Singapore Expo from the 3rd to the 6th March 2020, while FHA-Food &
Beverage is scheduled from 31st March to 3rd April 2020. The two dedicated
shows offer a more focused yet still comprehensive trade platform covering the food & hospitality
industry with two distinct identities and differentiated offerings.
Digitalisation and automation are now impacting consumer experience in a big way, and the
new Hospitality 4.0 pavilion at FHA-HoReCa will be a platform for solution providers and start-ups
to demonstrate innovative technologies, and visitors to learn best practices from subject experts. A
showcase of the future, the Hospitality 4.0 pavilion is a human-centric, sustainable vision of how disruptive technologies, robotics, VR, and AI will be
seamlessly integrated to enhance the personal experience. The pavilion offers a whole range of diverse spaces and experiences including a Start-up
Village, showcase areas and Dreamcatcher Theatre.
Moreover, a series of renowned competitions will be held alongside FHA HoReCa, such as the highly anticipated Asian Pastry Cup, which returns for
its 8th edition. Largest-of-its-kind in the region, this unique live competition pits top pastry professionals against one another, culminating in a display
of beautiful pastry creations. The top 3 teams will automatically qualify for the World Pastry Cup 2021 in Lyon. fhhoreca.com

A sweet journey with exotic flavors and aromas
Sweet yet pleasantly acidulous, the mango fruit is the new protagonist of the Five Star Chef product line by PreGel. Three new products, only one flavor, and endless application possibilities are the
secret behind a product line that focuses on quality and versatility.
The first of the three novelties launched at Sigep belongs to the
Pastry Fillings range. A sauce full of chunks of mango and with a
high percentage of the pure
fruit (60%), natural aroma, and
plant extracts. The Mango
Pastry Filling keeps its optimal structure even in baking.
It gives an exotic touch when combined with chocolate in cakes similar to Sachertorte, and also as a
nice filling in vanilla tartlets. The product is available in 2 tins x 3 kg.
The second novelty is the new mango addition to the Pannacrema-Pastry Compound series with its
40 existing flavors. It carries all the mango aroma concentrated in one anhydrous, low-dose flavoring
paste, suitable to flavor both cold and baked pastry products and to be mixed in doughs, whipped
cream, buttercreams, custards, etc. The Mango Pannacrema-Pastry Compound can also be used in
contrast with stronger flavors such as coffee, giving a new tropical touch to the traditional Tiramisù. It
is available in 6 x 1,2 kg white jars with a gold lid.
The Mango smART Glaze completes the range. It is a glossy and shiny glaze, excellent for small
cakes, mousses, semifreddo desserts... Ready to use, this product allows for a neat cut and gives pastry products the pretty and intense yellow color typical of mango. It is available in 2 buckets x 3 kg.
pregel.it

FRESHLY SERVED
Designed to produce, show, keep and serve gelato directly from the batch-freezer, Gelato Live Show
by Staff Ice System doesn’t require specialized manpower and a specific lab, and it can be installed
even in small spaces. Its cutting-edge composition and its wide versatility make it a unique gelato
machine. Temperature control during the freezing and the agitation stages, the combination between
electronics and inverter technology, together with its high quality mechanical parts, prove GLS reliability to obtain the best recipe performances.
GLS ensures 800 cm2 of visibility, 6 litres of artisanal gelato per tank and stable recipe texture and
structure. It can keep different products, i.e. gelato/ice-creams, sorbets and granitas. As to gelato in
particular, different temperatures can be set to guarantee a correct consistency without modifying the
recipe. Eco-friendly and provided with a night power-saving program, GLS is equipped with 5 freezing
and storage programs. Each program can work easily and automatically with preset parameters or
through manual setting.
From 18th to 22nd of January, Staff Ice System is at Sigep in Rimini, Hall A5 Booth 074. staff1959.com

www.piwwe.com
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WORK, WELLNESS

AND SUSTAINABLE GROWTH
With the opening of his “new world”,
the Italian chocolate maker Guido Castagna illustrates his strategy
A large red brick building showing the inscription Guido Castagna and large trees
around it. This is the outside appearance
of the new lab of the Italian chocolatier
maker of Giaveno, near Turin. The building is the result not only of the recovery
of an old warehouse through ideas of
style and design, whose a transformation
has involved an important investment,
but also of a decision-making process
that hides a special work and life attitude. The previous laboratory had become
too narrow and the space was no longer
sufficient to work comfortably according
to Guido’s operating philosophy.
How did you decide to build the new
venue?

It is the fruit of my journey. We started the
business 11 years ago at home, by renting
a warehouse and buying advanced and
traditional technology. Our dream was to
have an place in which to work well. We
started from scratch and one step behind
the other we came to consolidate this
goal.
How was the new laboratory conceived?

The structure already existed, but it had
been abandoned for years and the
vegetation had recovered its space.
We had to rebuild and adapt the layout
according to our current needs. In the
future we will see. We take one step at a
time and we do not invest more than this
for the moment, on the hypothesis that

we will then enlarge.
Did you have to overcome any difficulties?

The company is solid, the activity works
well, and we can also get loans in the
bank. But we want to keep our feet on
the ground. We have realized in these
years that it is necessary to continue
to invest to keep up with the times. In
our field there are historical brands that
waver and, if we analyze the reasons, we
note the lack of both technological and
product innovation. Adaptation to the
times is essential and, to do this, we need
to invest a lot.
Does the machine replace human labor?

Absolutely not. The human workforce
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is the most important factor for us, as
artisans. The machine does not replace man, it helps to increase quality, for
example to calculate a recipe well and
to perfect a product.
Can you give us an example?
Our gianduiotto, which we call the “four-

th type”, is the result of much research,
study and dexterity, and it comes from
the desire to change. We produce it with
the extrusion and cutting system and, in
this way, the result is more refined, with
a greater quantity of hazelnuts and an
excellent melting point in the mouth. The
traditional gianduiotto weighs 10-12 g,
ours weighs half, about the same as a
praline. And we use less sugar, following
the trend of “eating smaller”. In the
past, baskets containing plenty of goods
were usually given as presents, now
more attention is paid to quality rather
than quantity. Fortunately times have
changed and one prefers to give a box
of pralines with more flavors, not only to
satisfy the palate, but also to tell the story
which led to its production.
You are very well known for bean to bar
processing.

I think that a bean to bar product is
not necessarily better than another just
for this reason. One must know how to
manage the beans, find their peculiarities
and make them a strong point. And the
product must be presented accurately. In
short, our chocolate tells the whole chain,
where it comes from, the type of processing, the ingredients we used...
How do you tell this story and make your
customers understand it?

Through our internet site and the social
media, to keep up with the times. In the
shops we tell our quality: our salespersons
follow a long preparation, they attend
chocolate tasting classes and they know
our chocolate well. Commercial work

www.piwwe.com
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is important to be known and become
popular. I personally expose myself as
much as I can, I participate in soirees,
meetings, and I spread chocolate culture
among my fellow citizens and wherever
they call me.
What is your growth strategy?

To have no debts to pay: our profits are
reinvested in the company and now this is
our optimal size. We have not invested to
grow more and we want to work well. We
have received attractive proposals, but
it is not yet time to sell the business; at this
moment we like to work and follow the
market. We can still grow, but we must
pay attention to our resources, every step
we take is weighted, and we invest on
growth. My wife Cristina takes care of the
management of the company, we are

solid and she is attentive to investments,
because our philosophy is to buy what
we are able to pay.
What goals have you set?

We have worked to increase the quality
of our life, that of our employees, and to
improve our work not doing overtime, but
aiming for a better production. Having
everything at hand, everything takes
place faster. Also the storage room is next
to the productive one, while in the past
it was in another structure. Now the premises correspond to our idea of work, it
reflects us as we are. We want to have a
beautiful structure in which it is a pleasure
to work.
How did you get to this?

As a boy I worked in disastrous laboratories, without hot water. The owners were

Pastry moulds & tools for professionals and amateurs

Splendid
Collection

NATURAL LIPODISPERSIBLE
for chocolate

Follow us :
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hard workers, they had beautiful villas,
houses by the sea and in the mountains,
but they lived 12-14 hours a day in terrible
places. I always say that the space
where you spend so much time should be
comfortable, pleasant. In this way young
people come to work willingly.
Our previous warehouse was a bit sad,
but here you can see the mountains:
even the landscape makes us feel good.
Our belief is that we work better if we
are in an environment that makes us
feel good. Personally, my imagination
and creativity increase. I prefer to live
well, in beauty, and this generates more
productivity even among my collaborators. The warehouses are next to the
production, we have adequate space to
work. My wife and I are partners, we have
10 collaborators, and this is what we are
able to manage now.
What are your roles?

Indeed she is my support and right-hand,
she is fundamental in everything. I start
more with ideas, while she is more concrete and then we evaluate together
if a given project is feasible. We are
complementary, we compensate each

other. We are two very similar but different
people. She manages all the bureaucratic
part, orders, compliance with new laws,
electronic invoices... She also takes care
of the packaging and design projects. We
focus a lot on natural paper, for example,
we are tied to our territory and we love to
use the Piedmontese dialect for naming
our products: our gianduiotto is called
Giuinott (young man). Our 50 g tablet Mes
is very successful and it weighs half of the
100 g classic one.
Who is in charge of marketing?

An external company available all year
round, because important clients can
come along asking for certain products
and we need to be reactive. We are
curious and we submit our projects to the
company that follows us. We listen to their
advice and discuss it. It is important to present the product well, our packaging is all
Made in Italy and it is the result of research
over the years. Speaking of sales, ours is
not a matter of quantity but of quality.
What do you like about your job?

The creativity that I can afford. I like
playing with young people, coming into
contact with contamination, watching

what happens. No time is wasted staying
with other people not connected to the
company, and we can learn a lot from
what surrounds us. It is important to know
how to introduce ourselves, to understand
modern dynamics, to look around, not
only in our specific field. I am an entrepreneur, but above all I am also a pastry chef,
who is able to work as such: I can put my
hands in the dough, transform the material
and take the reins in my hand knowing
exactly what happens. Excellent products
are made through research, creativity and
tastings. Our is an artisan, determined and
concrete company, we all work and try to
divide the tasks. We are a close-knit team.
How do you support these remarkable
investments?

We are aware of the high costs we sustain.
On average, chocolatiers have 50%
seasonal workers, but we have full-time workers. Using our Metodo Naturale
(Natural Method) process and through
seasoning, the product weight decreases by 30%, therefore the costs increase.
We also invest a lot in personnel, which is
the first cost. From the economic point of
view, to buy the mass and to start from a
semi-finished product is less expensive, but
we produce 100% starting from the cocoa
beans themselves, and we respect the
strict standards of the quality parameters
that we have set. Any person who works
for us must be trained from scratch because of our specific needs. They have to attend the first chocolate tasting class, they
must have seen the production several
times and tasted. In short, they must have
acquired some of our DNA: three years of
training are necessary to understand how
the system works.
What do you have in mind for the future?

We are having fun planning how to
promote our novelties and we are going
launch new catalogues. I am also winking
at the products of the past, looking at
trends and experimenting how to follow
them. www.guidocastagna.it
Milena Novarino
www.piwwe.com
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“BEAN TO BAR” system
operating at ZDS laboratory
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PINK
ALMOND
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Raspberry Bavarian
custard
milk
cream
yolk
sugar
raspberry puree
gelatin
water
cream 35% fat
sugar

g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g

135
60
30
25
20
200
8
40
250
20

Make a custard and, once cold, add it to the raspberry puree.
Whip the cream with sugar to the 70% and add to the mixture
of custard and fruit puree, mixing it from the bottom upwards.
Activate the gelatin with water in a microwave, then add it to the
rest of the ingredients.
Almonds Daquoise
egg whites
sugar
almond flour
sugar
flour

g
g
g
g
g

200
125
190
140
50

Beat the egg whites and sugar in a mixer, then add the almond
flour, the flour and the remaining sugar a little at a time. Spread
out the mixture on a baking sheet (Silpat) in baking tray and
cook at 160°C for 20/25 minutes.
Berry Insert
berries
butter
cane sugar

g
g
g

200
25
70

Melt the butter in the pan, then add the brown sugar and let it
caramelize slightly. Add the berries and cook for a few minutes.
Almond Crunch
almonds
sugar

g
g

Caramelize the sugar, then add the sliced or chopped almonds.
Spread between two Silpats and let it cool. Once it is very cold,
chop in a blender until the desired grain size is reached.
Puffed Rice Base
puffed rice
Ruby chocolate
almond crunch

g
g
g

50
150
50

Temper the chocolate, then add the puffed rice and almond
crunch. Spread the mixture thus obtained between two Silpats
and let it cool in the refrigerator. Cut to the desired shape, in
order to use it as the base of the dessert.
Raspberry Mirror Glaze
raspberry jam
water
Novagel
powdered jelly
red food coloring (if desired)

g
g
g
g

500
100
150
10

Put the jam and the water in a saucepan and bring then
to the boil. Once the mixture boils, remove from the heat and
add the powdered gelatin, Novagel and the red coloring with
the help of an immersion blender. Mix for 2-3 minutes and, if desired, proceed with one or more vacuum de-aeration cycles.
Assembly
Shape the daquoise to use it as an insert. In the case of the
cake of the picture, use two rings to obtain the form of a ring.
Put the berry insert on the daquoise and freeze in a blast
chiller.
Prepare the raspberry Bavarian, fill 3/4 of the mold and place
the previously frozen insert on top. Fil the mold completely with
the remaining Bavarian and freeze in a blast chiller.
Once cold, remove the cake from the silicone mold and glaze it
with the glaze at 35°C.
Place the glazed cake on the puffed rice base, then decorate
with some fresh raspberries.

150
150

Gabriele Trovato
photo Saverio Pisano
www ifse it
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Against the current
“Go against the current and break the frontiers of creativity with
Shock”. With this invitation Silikomart Professional launches the
new mold for gelato stick. It consists of 6 cavities, each with a
volume of 80 ml, which release “light crystals of a thousand colors,
making the showcase unique and leaving space for maximum creative expression”.
An example of practical application
of Shock is the Stecco
Gaudì by the
talented pastry chef
Jordi Roca (his recipe
is published in
tuttogelato.it).
professional.silikomart.com
Photo Damiano Brusegan.
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new book

THE GELATO
YOU WERE
LOOKING FOR
The title above refers to Il gelato che
cercavi, i.e. the new book written by the
expert Martino Liuzzi and published by
Chiriotti Editori. With the spirit that has
always inspired our publishing house’s
projects to train and inform, it describes
the journey of a functional food between
study and innovation
Study, research and a great desire to
share his knowledge are at the base of
Martino Liuzzi’s new book. He is an expert
and consultant, member of the Italian
Association of Dietetics and Clinical Nutrition, president of the Centro Studi Gelato
Artigianale and of the Associazione Gelato Artigianale Festival of Agugliano, near
Ancona. A curriculum that enhances the
work that has engaged him for years in
the formulation of an optimal, healthy
gelato, whose specific nutritional charac-

teristics transform it into a functional food,
rich in organoleptic properties, balanced,
healthy and genuine.
The book is the result of this journey.
Starting from real needs, the author has
studied action of cold food in clinical
therapies. Therefore, thanks to his knowledge in the field raw materials, gelato
becomes no longer just a voluptuous
good, but an important vehicle for the
correct nutrition of both the elderly and
the ones undergoing specific hospital

treatments. Not only gelato as a cure, but
also as a means to contribute psychologically to a patient’s health, in order to
overcome intolerances, allergies and to
face the formation of free radicals.
For Martino, gelato is a great love. A love
to cuddle, understand, protect, enhance
and spread through constant research
and study, as well as through his mission
as a mentor, which has allowed him to
discover and empower young professional talents, following them with affection
and pride.
These are the motivations that have
led us to walk next to Martino for about
twenty years, describing his journey in the
magnificent world of gelato and spreading it not only through the pages of
“Pasticceria Internazionale” and “TuttoGelato”, but also turning it into a volume
which summarizes his knowledge as a
valuable tool in the laboratory. A total of
248 pages which, after a brief recollection of the past, codify gelato ingredients,
including goat’s milk, cumin, spices, oily
dried fruit, sea water..., with the description of their practical application in about
30 recipes ranging from classic to savory
tastes, illustrated by the photographs by
Giancarlo Bononi. The book in available
in Italian and here below we offer a
sample of it through the translation of a
savoury recipe. Enjoy it!
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Prawns and mango
As a source of vitamins, proteins and minerals, prawns contain a good percentage of essential fats with high biological value.
Although rich in cholesterol, they contain a good dose of omega 3, which positively affect cholesterol, optimizing the relationship
between LDL and HDL. The mango is a fruit of the drupe type, belonging to Anarcadiaceae, the family of cashews. Composed
of soluble carbohydrates and rich in proteins, lipids and fruit, as well as fibres and water, mango also contains many catechins and
polyphenols. Combined with sea water, it acts as an excellent refreshing element, able to enhance the taste of seafood.
Ingredients
prawns
mango
sucrose
grape sugar
sea water
almond paste
stabilizer (neutro 5)
Total

quantity
20
350
170
90
360
5
5
1000

fats
1

sugars
52,5
170,0
58,5

%

2

0,2

3
3

other solids
15,0
18,0

solid total
16,0
70,5
170,0

58,5

281,2

2,1
5,0
35,1

4,3
50,
324,3

28,1

3,5

32,4

Blanch the prawns, cut the mango pulp into cubes and mix in a cutter. Combine with the sea water, sugars, stabilizer and almond
paste. Cream in the gelato machine.
Nutritional values
Sugars 28%, fat 3%.
kcal 116 per 100 g.
Note
This gelato is a good side dish with fish appetizers.
Martino Liuzzi

IL GELATO CHE CERCAVI
Viaggio di un alimento funzionale tra
studio ed innovazione (THE GELATO
YOU WERE LOOKING FOR - Journey of
a functional food between study and
innovation) - Martino Liuzzi - Chiriotti
Editori - pag. 248 - photo Giancarlo
Bononi - € 50 - shop.chiriottieditori.it
www.piwwe.com
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80 models
250 versions

Frigomat: the power of experience,
the passion for the future
frigomat@frigomat.com
frigomat.com
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A compact Bean to Bar line
The TECNO 3 Bean to Bar line
consists of two compact units that
perform all the required operations in the technological process
beginning with the processing of
the cocoa bean until the finished
chocolate.
Multiprocess R: the 1st system starts from the bean and processes it to
cocoa nib. The processing involves
roasting, debacterization, winnowing with the separation of the
skin from the cocoa nib. The line
can be used with excellent results
even for roasting, de-peeling and
debacterization of the dried fruit.
Cleaning is facilitated by all the
parts being rapidly disassembled.
Multiprocess C: the 2nd system
starts from the cocoa nib and processes it to chocolate. Processing involves grinding the nib to make the cocoa paste, mixing the ingredients, refining
and conching.
The small 5 kg version also includes the tempering funtion with chocolate moulding in the moulds, the beater and the cooler to obtain the finished product. The complete absence of pumps and pipes, and the possibility of disassembling all the parts, facilitate sanitization and recipe changing operations.
The line can be used successfully in the production of dried fruit pastes and fat-based creams. tecno-3.it

The king of cream whippers
King is the new Frigomat cream whipper. This machine stands out for its cleaning and sanitizing performance, designed to simplify the operator’s activities and ensure the best hygiene standards. The washing and
sanitizing function of the whole circuit is possible thanks to a passing-by liquid that allows to speed up and
simplify the ordinary procedures involving the food contact parts. Its innovative design allows to disassemble completely all the food contact parts for cleaning and the individual inspection of each component.
King is equipped with a new generation self-priming rotary pump, a solenoid pressure valve dispenser for
excellent product structure and no residue at the end of delivery, a removable stainless steel tank with a capacity of 2 litres, a refrigeration system with an “anti-ice” technology tank, and a low temperature dispenser
for an optimal product maintenance.
It shows high performance levels with fresh cream, UHT and vegetable-based products. The wide overrun
adjustment is perfect for whipped creams, mousses and semi whipped creams for pastry products.
It ensures adjustable dosing and it is equipped with a dispensing head with a stainless steel nozzle, for high
quality product appearance. Its design makes it suitable for both laboratories and public places.
frigomat.com

A vast range of dispensers
From 1964 the Dutch company Hovicon International has produced and exported a vast range of dispensers for the HORECA
sector all over the world, which guarantee hygiene and efficiency.
These dispensers are suitable for dosing toppings, syrups, creams,
jams and hot or cold sauces. thoelke.net

www.piwwe.com
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So sweet!

KING: the new sweet technology.
frigomat.com
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Special events
Carpigiani Gelato University, the international school with 15 campuses worldwide, has a dense
calendar of events in Rimini at Sigep, to illustrate its training activities and those of the two international specialty schools: the Gelato Pastry University in Tokyo, dedicated to gelato pastry,
and the Foodservice Professionals in London, dedicated to restaurant gelato.
The calendar of special events (Pad C1 stand 06) opens with the Sicilian pastry chef Santi
Palazzolo, who celebrates the 100th anniversary of his pastry shop, started by his grandfather’s
in Cinisi near Palermo, and it continues with the presentation of “Avanguardia”, the new book
by Fabrizio Fiorani by our publishing house (see the article in this issue). These rendez-vous are
followed by a frozen cocktail tasting with the Gelato University experts, a session involving JeanFrançois Devineau, founder of the professional association Pâtissiers dans le Monde, together
with Alessandro Racca, technical director of the Gelato Pastry University in Tokyo, and the
Gelato Festival press conference.
Pastry is in the foreground with the 2015 world champion in Lyon, Francesco Boccia and with the pastry chef Loretta Fanella. The journalist Bruno
Damini presents “Buttami in pentola”, a book dedicated to food leftover recipes, with 42 contributions from chefs, pastry chefs and the gelato maker
Andrea Bandiera.
On stage there are also Lorenzo Cogo, from the Michelin-starred restaurant El Coq in Vicenza (one of his recipes is published in the latest issue of TuttoGelato magazine); Kenny Kong, president of the Singapore Pastry Alliance and organizer of the Asian Gelato Cup; chef Davide Oldani together with
Dario Fontanella, gelato maker from Mannheim.
carpigiani.com - gelatouniversity.com

25 YEARS OF LINKING GLOBAL
INDUSTRY WITH EMERGING MARKETS
Gulfood will mark 25th editions of aligning food and beverage industry players from across the world with emerging markets across the Middle East and
beyond when the world’s largest annual F&B trade exhibition returns to Dubai World Trade Centre from 16-20 February, 2020.
The show’s evolution during the last three decades has run in parallel with widespread transformation of the F&B industry. With robust participation from
national trade entities, government-backed industry bodies and more than 120
country pavilions from six continents, Gulfood has also leve raged various knowledge exchange platforms to cement its position at the forefront of constantly shifting
industry trends.
Maintaining this momentum, the five-day Gulfood 2020 will highlight the latest
innovations, disruptive trends and visionary products in eight primary show sectors:
Beverages, Dairy, Fats & Oils, Health, Wellness & Free-from, Meat & Poultry, Power
Brands, Pulses, Grains & Cereals and World Food. Themed ‘Rethinking Food’, Gulfood 2020 will stare into the future of food and address what matters most: why do we
need to rethink food? Featuring thought leaders, experts and industry professionals,
the show will feature hundreds of thousands of products and explore a range of topics built around five central pillars: Markets, Lifestyle, Government, Technology and
Marketing. gulfood.com/

As never seen before
Designed by Makio Hasuike & Co, Milia is the new Ifi refrigerated display case for artisan gelato.
The displayed gelato is the undisputed protagonist. It appears as being suspended, thanks to a clever use of lighting that makes case structural volumes
lighter, as well as a large front glass that allows maximum visibility; the black colour of the screen prints and the internal components of the display case
emphasize the artisan product as well.
The refrigeration technology applied to Milia complies with Ifi’s high qualitative standards and is integrated with the HCS (Hi-performance Closure System) rear closing
system, an exclusive Ifi technology implemented to improve gelato preservation quality, hygiene and energy saving. Indeed, through a built-in sensor, the system ensures a
reduction in the number of defrost cycles, based on the actual time the display case is
open, and it limits the access of external air to serving time only.
The essential shapes of Milia are expressed through state-of-the-art materials such as
Fenix, chosen for the panelling of the display case base, giving it a matte, soft touch,
anti-fingerprint finish resistant to superficial micro-scratches. Milia is equipped with Ifi
Iot Remote Manager, an innovative service through which the functional parameters
of the refrigerated products are monitored and managed remotely. Ifi is at Sigep, pad.
C1 Stand 094-054. ifi.it
www.piwwe.com
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THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING
ERNESTO
Playing with the title of a famous comedy by Oscar Wilde, “The Importance of Being
Earnest” (1895), we introduce Ernesto, a highly renowned gelato, pastry, delicatessen
and restaurant business located in Sicily, on the Catania waterfront

Since its opening in 1974, Ernesto has
gained a prominent place among the
gelato shops of the Etna area, in Sicily.
The founder, i.e. the Siracusa gelato
maker Ernesto Risita, was very far-sighted.
He firmly believed in the potential of the
Catania waterfront area, which was still
deserted in those days, and he staked
everything on the quality of his delicious
homemade gelato. He was sure that
this place would soon become a great
attraction and a huge success. And so it
was. In 1984, due to health problems, Mr.
Risita put the business up for sale. It was

much sought after as a beautiful and
large shop which had already become a
reference point for the city. A dozen people worked there, but among the many
potential buyers, Franco Urzì was favored
for two reasons. The first because, as a
former employee, he already knew the
owner; the second because, at that time,
he was a thirty-year-old man who had
the ambition to make something important. And this particular state of mind
made him more determined and winning
in the sales negotiation.
35 years have passed since then. Ernesto

Sebastiano Vinciguerra
and Giuseppe Mangani.
Emanuele Nicolosi prepares the watermelon granita (the various steps are
on pasticceriaextra.it)

www.piwwe.com
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The Urzì family. From the left Floriana, Maria Giunta, Serena, Giorgia, Franco, Marco Genovese and Anna. Franco Urzì with his wife Maria Giunta. Overview of the venue. Coffee bar and veranda.

has become famous and its customers
come from everywhere. In addition to the
gelato parlour (which remains a flagship),
the pastry, delicatessen and gastronomy
departments were gradually joined. SoprErnesto was opened in 1994 on the first
floor, and it is now a delightful restaurant
with a sea view where the best Sicilian
food is celebrated every day. On the occasion of Ernesto’s recent renovation, we
went to see the wonderful metamorphosis that came out of it. What follows is the
summary of a pleasant chat with Franco
Urzì and his daughters Anna and Serena.
Franco, your life can be called “a business”, in every sense. Could you help
us to retrace it?
I started working as a child, bringing
coffee to offices and downtown stores.
Then I worked as a shelf stacker and
completed my studies attending an
evening course. But my real school was

life. And work, a lot of work! I was born in
1951 and I grew up among scoundrels.
You had to be smart and know how to
get by in any situation. In the Sixties the
town of Catania was in full economic
and social bloom and it conquered the
epithet of “Milan of Sicily”. As for me, I
didn’t just serve customers behind the
coffee counters, but I liked listening to
them, talking to them, studying them and
at the end of the day, on the way home,
I always carried with me something new
and precious that I had learned. At that
time I never stood still. Destiny wanted me
to see the birth of this place.
How did you become the owner?
I have always been resourceful. At 23 I
run a small shop with a coffee bar inside
a school, but when Mr. Risita decided
to sell, it was like running into the opportunity of a lifetime. I could not lose it! I
was 33, I was married and the father of
two daughters, and if I could seize the

opportunity, I owe it to my wife Maria. It
is her whom I must thank! In addition to
encouraging me with words, she showed
me that she was able to play the roles
both of mother and father at home. At
that time I worked 16/18 hours a day! I
immediately introduced the pastry department and increased the staff from 12
to 16, and then to 20 units, while in 1991
I carried out the first general renovation.
The diner and gastronomy department
were added and we boomed... with a
bang! We worked like crazy every day. I
had to hire many people and I came to
have 52 on the payroll.
A life dedicated to work, dear Franco.
To work and family. Do you know any
other recipe for happiness? If I had to go
back, I would do everything I did. I have
four daughters and they all took university
degrees. Apart from Giorgia, who has followed her passion for design and fashion
and works in Milan at Armani’s, the other

From left, Umberto pezzo duro, Sicilian cassata, mignons (including the cassatine of sant’Agata) and babà range.
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pastry

Pistachio granita with whipped cream and brioche; Red Velvet cake.

three – Anna, Serena and Floriana – are
the backbone of the company, together
with my wife. They will tell you about the
last renovation and the future of Ernesto. As for me, after 55 years of work I
decided to slow down... I bought a nice
boat and I look for all the opportunities
to enjoy it. The sea gives me such joy and
freedom!
Anna, you are the eldest and you have
a university degree in marketing and
business communication. Tell us your

experience.
I started working in 2003, immediately
after graduating. It was not easy in the
beginning, because I was seen as a little
girl and accepted only because I was the
owner’s daughter. It was a sexist working environment. At the time I was the
only woman, not even my mother was
there yet. But I never lost heart. I faced
difficulties as a challenge and gradually
managed to impose all those changes
that I thought were right. I am referring,
for example, to orders taken with palm-

WATERMELON
GRANITA
watermelon
sugar
jasmine flowers
chocolate drops

g
g
g

815
185
5
to taste

Cut the watermelon and cut the pulp; blend it with some sugar
and jasmine flowers. Sift the obtained liquid and whisk. Add
some chocolate drops recalling the watermelon seeds). The images of the processing stages are on pasticceriaextra it

www.piwwe.com
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tops, to photo menus, to the website and
to the improvement of our communication attitude. In 2013, on the occasion
of our 40th anniversary, I conceived a
campaign inspired by Oscar Wilde’s theatrical comedy “The Importance of Being
Earnest”. The name Ernesto is of Germanic origin and, incidentally, has a meaning
that fits us like a glove because it means
serious, honest, honest... The original title
of the work allowed Oscar Wilde to play
with the words earnest (serious, reliable ...)
and the proper name Ernest, which have
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pastry

MONTALBANO CAKE
Cocoa biscuit
eggs
sugar
cocoa
butter
flour
starch

g 2000
g 1100
g
250
g
100
g
200
g
250

Beat the eggs with the sugar; add the powders and then the
melted butter. Cook at 200°C for 8 minutes.
Hazelnut praliné
cream
milk
hazelnut

www.piwwe.com

g
g
g
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450
50
400

Maldon salt
sugar

g
g

5
200

Heat milk, cream and sugar; pour the mixture on the hazelnut;
emulsify everything adding the salt.
Salty crumble
cane sugar
flour
almond flour
butter
Maldon salt
lemon zest
orange zest

g 250 g
g
250
g
250
g
250
g
4
g
1
g
1

Combine flour, sugar, almond flour, orange and lemon zest; add
the melted butter. Bake at 160°C for 15 minutes.
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pastry

Chocolate crémeux
milk
cream
dark chocolate

kg
15
kg 2 250
kg
15

gelatin
dextrose
sugar

g
g
g

60
150
300

Boil the milk and pour it over the chocolate; emulsify by combining the hydrated gelatin. Whip the cream and pour the mixture
when it reaches 30°C.
Hazelnut crunchy
hazelnut
hazelnut praliné
Eclat d’Or
melted white chocolate
roasted hazelnuts

g
g
g
g
g

40
30
125
70
20

sugar
gelatin
water for gelatin
milk chocolate 40%
milk
glucose

the same pronunciation. In this way, the
Irish writer enjoyed expressing his provocative criticism of the society of the time.
Instead, for us it expresses its most direct
meaning. It is important to call ourselves
Ernesto intended as earnest, because our
name is a guarantee of seriousness and
excellent quality. Today, in addition to
doing my shifts at the cash desk, I take
care of purchases, supplier management
and staff payrolls. Moreover, like all the
other members of the family, I am at the
forefront wherever necessary: production,
communication, relations…
And what is the portrait of Ernesto
today?
The place is unrecognizable! Everything
is renewed, everything is different. But it’s
always us. We have made ourselves more
beautiful and larger.
I am very keen to point out this aspect,
because we continue to focus on our
history and our ability to make customers
feel at home. We have renovated to
optimize our work and improve functionality, in line with the logic of our times. This
radical renovation allowed us to combine
the interior and exterior spaces and the
veranda for a total of 340 m², excluding
the pastry and gastronomy labs on the
ground floor.
The capacity to maintain a particular
atmosphere of tranquility and familiarity,
www.piwwe.com
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g

150
14
70
990
365
105

Boil milk, cream, sugar and glucose; add the softened gelatin
and emulsify with the chopped chocolate. Let it set for at least
24 hours and use at 31°C.
Assembly
In a 18 cm circle,place the biscuit with the hazelnut crunchy.
Pour a layer of chocolate crémeux and alternate with a praliné
layer. Blast chill the cake, remove from the mould and glaze
it. Sprinkle the cake perimeter with some salted crumble and
decorate the surface with chocolate and Maldon salt.

Mix all the ingredients in the planetary mixer.
Milk chocolate glaze
cream

g
g
g
g
g
g

185

in such a large, modern and elegant
environment, is Ernesto’s merit.

Gelateria e Pasticceria Ernesto
Catania
www ernestocatania ity
photo Salvatore Farina

also Ernesto’s historical identity has been a
noticeably highlighted. The gelato desk was
not even visible before, while now it is locat-

Serena, you are the second child, you
have a university degree in law. This is
why here you have also been entrusted
with personnel management. And then,
you have a passion for gelato. But,
first of all, tell us your judgment on the
renovation.
I am very happy and I confess that it has
exceeded all my expectations. I didn’t
think the place could be so beautiful.
I congratulated with everyone: the
architect Giuseppe Cantarella, Tecnoarredamenti funishing company, all
the workers... Finally we did it! Because it
wasn’t easy: we lived through three years
of anxiety and collected as many as 55
projects before. But then we got to the point
and at the end of 2018 in a few hours we
signed everything. It took 70 days of non-stop
work, from January to April. It was a shock
when they started to dismantle, but after
a few weeks, gradually and magically our
jewel came out of the ruins. The satisfaction is
not exaggerated, because not only we have
renovated our premises from the aesthetic
point of view, but we have also revolutionized all the spaces, making them more func-

ed at the entrance welcoming customers.

Tell us something more about the gelato and pastry assortments.
We produce about 50 gelato flavors daily,
paying special attention to any intolerances, allergies and diets. We therefore
have gelato with stevia for diabetics,
without lactose for those who have
problems with the digestibility of milk,
and we can also satisfy the demands
of those who follow the vegan diet.
We use mostly fresh, organic and 0 km
fruit. The production is coordinated by
Emanuele Nicolosi, in collaboration with
Adriano Iemmolo and Domenico Loria.
Emanuele has been with us for about 20
years and has an excellent professional education.The pastry lab staff was
renovated and, with the reopening, we
entrusted it to Sebastiano Vinciguerra,
who has the task of preserving the quality
and quantity of our classical range, while
also following the constant evolution
in confectionery through the launch of
new products. He works with Giuseppe
Mangani, a promising young man with a
good working experience in France.

tional. This is very important when you have
40 tables for 150 seats and, during rush hour,
there are standing customers waiting... And

Salvatore Farina
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FOR AN EXTRAORDINARY TASTE
To obtain tasty chocolate gelatos and original sorbets, refined pralines and fine tablets, intensely flavored creams and ganaches, the Agostoni range
offers multiple aromatic nuances.
Grand Gru is a selection which expresses the soul of the cocoa original area, plantation and harvest season; Monorigine conveys the Agostoni ideal of
real sustainability, involving the quality of products and life, a virtuous economic development and a future vision for those who buy and those who work;
Organic derives from the respect of nature in every step of cultivation and production, and guarantees the traceability of each ingredient and the total
certification of the supply chain.
Agostoni supplies directly from the plantations in the areas dedicated to the cultivation of cocoa and selects the best cultivars. The experience of the
Icam Research and Development laboratory helps to transforms cocoa into calibrated formulas, which are expressed to the maximum degree in gelato
recipes. This is how fully aromatic chocolates guarantee a strong and persistent flavor to gelatos.
The range of references includes 11 Grand Crus from 6 plantations located in the areas where the finest and most aromatic cocoa varieties are cultivated; 10 Origins cocoas from 6 countries; 4 Biological products, where Icam is committed to some development and sustainability projects. The cocoa
comes from the Chimelb plantation in Alta Verapaz, Guatemala; from the Amazonas Region and the Pachiza district, Peru; from the Los Vasquez and Los
Palmaritos plantations and the territory of Los Bejucos, Dominican Republic; from the Sur Del Lago region, Venezuela; from Ecuador, selecting the variety
Cacao Nacional Arriba; from the heart of Africa, with the single origins Uganda, Sao Tome and Madagascar. These are complemented by the range of 4
Pralinati, a selection of versatile “Italian style” creams, resulting from various refinement and toasting processes.
“Each Agostoni product is a journey to discover the history of people, the peculiarities of plantations and the characteristics of the environment of origin.
The professionals thus have the opportunity to accompany their customers through the knowledge of cocoa, territories and manufacturing processes”.

Natural packaging
Attentive to trends and owning a strong green identity, Atelier Tomassini offers a packaging range inspired by nature
which follows the principles of circular economy, which enhances and protects the genuineness of the content. This is
possible thanks to the combination of the external Eco Life layer and the internal PE-protect® layer, i.e. a protective barrier
suitable for food contact and in compliance with all current MOCA regulations.
These features of the Eco Life range communicate food safety and well-being, which are
recommended for bio and gluten free products.
The range is also suitable for the updating of
classics and for savory pastry products, responding to a growing green attitude and an increasing
attention to eco-sustainability. It is suitable for
hot stamping customization, thus managing to
enhance the printed brand and to place it in an
eco-friendly environment. “The bakery world
is a target on which we are investing a lot - the
owners say - and the Eco Life range was designed
with this reference. It is a market with a great potential, which will have a significant development
in the coming years “.
Moreover, the new Eco Life Good Food range
combines a white printed texture on Eco Life
support with small icons dedicated to sweet
and savory pastry, gelato and eco-sustainability,
including more than 50 items.
ateliertomassini.com - pe-protect.com
www.piwwe.com
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NITRO FLOWERS

This is the evolution of a dessert of some years ago, called “Flower Garden”
(see Pasticceria Internazionale World Wide Edition 23 and Pasticceria Internazionale 258).
In Nitroschool, we developped a technique to mold liquids and sauces
using liquid nitrogen. We chose a flower-shaped mold for this version
of the old dessert, using a similar recipe with new flavours.

For the nitro flowers
sweet yogurt  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
raspberry puree  .  .  .  .  .  .
blackberry puree .  .  .  .  .  .
(it is possibile to use other

 .  .  .
 .  .  .
 .  .  .
fruit

 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
purees, pure

 .  .
 .  .
 .  .
or

 .  .  .  .  . g
 .  .  .  .  . g
 .  .  .  .  . g
mixed)

50
200
50

1 Mix raspberry and blackberry purees and put the mixture into a container. Draw a circlular line of yogurt on the
surface of the purees and add some lines to create a natural
flower effect.

eggs  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . g
180
icing sugar  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . g
150
butter .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . g
150
cornstarch  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . g
10
Mix the eggs and cornstarch using a hand blender. Reserve.
Put kalamansi, sugar, and butter into a pot and bring to the boil.
Add the egg mixture on the stove mixing with a hand blender.
Wait until the mixture boils again, always mixing. Freeze and put
in a pastry bag.

4 Put a drop of yogurt in the center to add the final touch to
the flower. Keep in the freezer at -20ºC until serving.

For the basil sponge cake
egg whites  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . g
240
frozen dried basil .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . g
5
sugar  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . g
50
flour  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . g
35
yellow and green coloring
to taste
Blend all ingredients together and strain finely. Fill a canister and
add two loads of gas. Fill 1/3 of a disposable glass with the foam.
Cook in a microwave at 900 watts for 30 seconds.

For the kalamansi cream
kalamansi puree  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . g

For the cocoa and spices crumble
sugar  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . g

2 Freeze the flower-shaped mold with liquid nitrogen.
3 Dip the mold in the purees, wait 5 seconds and immerse it
into nitrogen to complete the freezing process. Remove the
frozen flower from the mold.

1
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2

180

3

4

50

Pubbliredazionale

Much more than just fibre
Sigep 2020: GoodMills Innovation presents “HighMAC” Whole Fibre for bakery products - gut health
and sugar reduction breakthrough
Fibre-rich foods have been
on the radar for years. However, conventional grain fibres – whether based on bran
or standard wholemeal flour
– cannot be sufficiently optimised by the intestinal flora. At
Sigep in Rimini from 18 to 20
January, GoodMills Innovation
will introduce High-MAC Whole
Fibres – a new, next generation
fibre – at Pad. B7, booth 194.
The ingredient is not only rich
in extra-fine bioavailable particles, but also enables sugar
reduction in sweet pastries and
cream fillings.

gut is crucial for general well-being. An imbalance can result in
various clinical conditions, such
as autoimmune disorders, inflammation, neuropsychiatric diseases, asthma and weight gain.
The solution: MAC
During their research, product developers at GoodMills Innovation
discovered the term MAC. This
stands for microbiota accessible carbohydrates, i.e. carbohydrates that are particularly bioavailable to the microbiome. This
means that the dietary fibres pass
through the stomach and small intestine undigested, and are only
metabolized by gut bacteria in the
large intestine.

For the new grain ingredient from
GoodMills Innovation, the wheat
fibres are first micronized, i.e. extremely finely ground, and then
stabilized and refined in a multi-stage process. The micronizaDietary fibres play a key role in tion process grinds the wheat fiintestinal health. They have a bre particles to a size of less than
satiating effect, stimulate the in- 100 µm. “This means that the
testinal peristalsis, are important individual particles are the right
for energy supply to the gut cells, size to serve as food for the inteshelp curb blood sugar peaks after tinal bacteria,” explains Michael
meals and, according to research, Gusko.
can even lower cholesterol levels.
Michael Gusko, Managing Direc- Fibre enrichment and sugar retor of the Hamburg-based grain duction in one ingredient
expert: “If we talk about a healthy The new grain ingredient from
intestine, the message was al- GoodMills Innovation is particuways: Eating whole grain is es- larly suitable for bread, cakes and
sential. That is undeniably true but pastries. In sweet applications,
we wanted to delve deeper. Our High-MAC Whole Fibres allow
aim was to develop a fibre-rich sugar content to be reduced by
product that specifically supports up to 20 per cent, as the ingredithe microbiome and serves the ent naturally offers a mild sweetmicroorganisms in the intestine ness. From biscuits to cream fillas a tailor-made substrate.” Stud- ings, reformulation with the new
ies have shown that the diversity ingredient results in an appealing
of the bacterial inhabitants of the sweet profile and a good mouth

feel. It imparts creaminess in fillings, and crunchiness in cookies.
This means that bakeries also
now have a solution at hand when
the sugar tax, currently being discussed in many European countries, becomes a reality in Italy.

Contact:
Matteo Lamborghini, Ph.D.
Sales Representative Italy
+39 334 78 13 999
matteo.lamborghini@goodmillsinnovation.com
www.goodmillsinnovation.com

High-MAC Whole Fibres and standard bran compared: micronisation improves
bioavailability for the intestinal microbiome

Wafers with High-MAC filling, crispy on the outside and creamy on the inside, are
low in sugar and suitable for diabetics too.

50

gelato

almond flour
g
50
flour
g
30
cocoa
g
16
four spices
g
0,5
vanilla bean
n
1/2
butter
g
40
fine salt
g
2
Mix the dried ingredients, then add the softened butter. Cover with
a cling film and leave in the blast chiller for 1 hour. Grate it on sulfurized paper. Bake at 145ºC for 20-25 minutes.
For the presentation
Put some kalamansi cream in the center of a stone plate. Cover it
with pieces of basil sponge cake and spread some crumble. Place
some frozen flowers and serve inmediately.
Martin Lippo
www martinlippo com
www nitroschool com
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FLAVOURINGS, COLOURANTS
AND PRESERVATIVES

Expertise that makes your life easier.
www.menz-gasser.it

seguici su:

